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Ultrastructure of
acrokeratoelastoidosis
Editor
Acrokeratoelastoidosis (AKE) is a genodermatosis characterized by small, firm papules or plaques on the sides of the hands
and feet,1 and it was first described in 1953 by Costa, in a Brazilian patient.
It is a rare disease, and both autosomal dominant and sporadic forms have been observed.2 It is characterized by multiple
hyperkeratotic papules on the palms, soles and dorsum of the
hands and feet. Typical histopathological findings in AKE
include hyperkeratosis, acanthosis with fragmented and
decreased elastic fibres in reticular dermis (elastorrhexis).3
Electron microscopy (EM) findings in AKE are limited.
A 45-year-old white woman presented with small asymptomatic palmar papules that emerged at the beginning of adolescence. These papules were waxy and in great number along the
borders of the hands, but were also present in the flexures of the
fingers (Fig. 1a). In detail, the dermatoglyphics were not affected
(Fig. 1b), suggesting a dermal involvement. The patient had a
bureaucratic job and her activities and hobbies did not require
constant use of hands. The feet were not affected. She denied a
positive family history.
Light microscopy with HE staining showed unspecific findings with compact hyperkeratosis and marked acanthosis.
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Figure 1 (a) waxy papules in the palmar surface. (b) detail showing persistence of dermatoglyphics. (c) light microscopy with Weigert staining showing diminished and fragmented elastic ﬁbres
(9400).
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Weigert stain revealed reduced dermal elastic fibres (Fig. 1c)
which were thinner and fragmented.
Transmission EM showed easily decreased thickness of the
elastic fibres (Fig. 2a,b), with light surface indentations (Fig. 2b
arrows). Marked fragmentation of elastic fibres could also be
observed (Fig. 2c) as well as areas of granular degeneration. The
fibre core displayed gross and irregular black spots. Collagen
bundles showed normal aspect.
Scanning EM demonstrated the fragmented aspect of the elastic fibres (Fig. 2d), which resembled rooster crests. Higher magnifications revealed the same indentations observed by TEM
(Fig. 2e).
AKE is a disease that belongs to the group of genetic marginal
keratoderma and affects primarily the lateral palmoplantar
regions.
It is a rare autosomal dominant disease, with also sporadic
cases,2 such this case. It is frequently seen in infancy or adolescence, but has also been reported in adults.2–5 The pathogenesis
of the disease is still unknown, and there is no predominance of
gender or race.1 The clinical presentation is characterized by
multiple yellowish keratotic papules, sometimes translucent,
measuring 2–4 mm in diameter, sometimes umbilicated, located
symmetrically on the lateral margin of the hands and feet, only
palmar involvement was already described, similarly to our case.
The edge of the fingers, the wrists and the anteroposterior surfaces of the legs may also be affected. Some authors have
reported an increase in the number of papules over time. Furthermore, there may be an association with hyperhidrosis.2,6
The most common histopathological findings are hyperkeratosis, mild acanthosis and alterations in the elastic fibres of the
dermis, which are diminished and fragmented (elastorrhexis).3
Previous TEM findings suggest a defect in the production and
fragmentation of elastic fibres in the dermis.7
TEM showed decreased thickness of elastic fibres, with discreet surface indentations. Marked fragmentation of elastic fibres
could also be observed, similar to light microscopy. The fibre
core displayed gross and irregular black spots. These findings
corroborate the results reported in previous studies.3–6 Collagen
bundles seemed normal.
SEM showed the fragmented aspect of the elastic fibres,
resembling a rooster crest, which was not previously described
in literature. Higher magnifications reveal the same indentations
observed by TEM.
These findings are different from other diseases with malformations of elastic fibres, such as pseudoxanthoma elasticum,
with most fibres exhibiting rounded aggregates,8 but may be
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Figure 2 Transmission electron microscopy (a) thin elastic ﬁbre with a normal collagen bundle (CB) (920 000). (b) thin elastic ﬁbre with
surface indentations (arrows) (940 000). (c) fragmented elastic ﬁbres (930 000). Scanning electron microscopy (d) fragmented elastic
ﬁbres (91800). (e) elastic ﬁbre with indentations (arrows) resembling rooster crest (93700).

similar to other elastorrhexic conditions, such as primary anetodermia, which shows granular degeneration of elastic fibres.9
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